Atton Jedi Convo main sections (not in full game-order - tho I sort of tried to organize it a little - it's just so frigging huge and I have a headache from staring at crammed together text- all the lines - I think, I've kind of lost track - from the original file are at the bottom, unedited in it's original 'mass run-on sentence' form)
------------------------------------------------------------------

Yeah? That's a surprise. Did he say I owed him credits, too?
{Challenging}No, because you're asking about it - if I wanted to tell you anything, I would have come and told you. Anything else?

{Starting to get pissed} I'm as Atton as Atton will ever be, and whoever your trusted informant is, he's right, I did show up on Nar Shaddaa during the Jedi Civil War... along with a lot of other refugees.
Is this an interrogation? If so, you're terrible at it, especially for an ex-Jedi... or whatever you are. Why don't you just crawl in my head and try to dig out whatever you're looking for rather than asking about it? 

Go ahead and try. I might be a little more than you can handle... but I expect that kind of arrogance from a Jedi.

{Pissed}You know what? I helped you get off Peragus. If I hadn't been there, you wouldn't have even gotten off the administration level.I'm trying to help you. I don't know why I'm bothering. I don't know. I'm not sure I understand it half the time.
 {Sputtering}Yeah, well... I - I still helped you. Sort of. Maybe you shouldn't look a free ronto in the mouth before you buy it. 

You know what? Not once have I asked you about the Mandalorian Wars. Not once. I heard about Dxun. Everyone has. I heard about Serroco, and I sure as hell know about Malachor V. What makes you think you've got the right to interrogate me on anything? You've got plenty of lives to answer for - all you Jedi do. 

-----------------------------
Oh yeah? Shows how much you know. Maybe you're wrong about a lot of other things, too. 

Whatever - just leave me alone. I don't know why I'm wasting time with you anyway.
----------------------------
{Challenging}How did you even live with yourself after Malachor? Is that why you went back to the Jedi Council? Hoping they'd kill you?Wasn't it? Maybe you thought they'd forgive you - sure, you might have thought they'd execute you. But Jedi don't kill do they? At least not their prisoners. Maybe you were counting on it when you went back in chains. So you got off easy - you were exiled, brushed under the cargo ramp, another dirty little Jedi secret. 

{Quiet, deadly} I'll tell you - all those Jedi at Malachor? They deserved it. Every last one of them. 

Because Jedi lie. And they manipulate. And every act of charity or kindness they do, you can drag it out squirming into the light and see it for what it is. The galaxy doesn't need Jedi arrogance or Jedi hypocrisy anymore. At least the Sith are honest about what they're killing for. The Jedi are pacifists... except in times of war. They're teachers... except when it comes to telling their students the truth. And when they save you, it's only so you can suffer more. 

The Jedi... the Sith... you don't get it, do you? To the galaxy, they're the same thing; just men and women with too much power, squabbling over religion, while the rest of us burn.


[Influence: Success] After Malachor, after the Mandalorian Wars, that's when the Sith teachings started spreading through the ranks.We knew where our loyalties lay - to the Jedi who came to help us, not the ones who sat back on Dantooine and Coruscant, watching us die. So when those same Jedi who watched us die decided to start fighting us during the Jedi Civil War, we fought back. I fought back.
I didn't fight Jedi, I killed them. A lot of them. I started killing Jedi. A lot of them. 

{Go cold, deadpan - make the player feel like he just woke up a snake} Yeah, it sure is. And that's why I was so good at it.And that's why I wasn't fighting Jedi. I was killing them.

{Casual} People say killing Jedi is hard. It's not, you just have to be smart about it.No blasters, no getting close to them, no attacking them directly when you can gun down their allies instead.There's ways of gassing them, drugging them, making them lose control, torturing them. I was really good at it.

{Quiet} What's worse, is that killing them wasn't the best thing. Making them fall... making them see our side of it, that was the best. 

I taught myself... techniques. It's hard for Jedi to sense what you're really thinking if you throw up walls of strong emotions and feelings. Lust, impatience, cowardice... most Jedi awareness doesn't cruise beyond the surface feelings, to see what's deeper. And I was good at that, throwing up walls, and my superiors knew it. Sometimes the Jedi on our side wouldn't even realize I was there. 

Yeah, I had a talent for it. More like instinct. I wasn't the only one. I know you left at the Mandalorian Wars, so you don't know much about what went on behind the scenes in the Jedi Civil War. But Revan understood one thing - the real battle was going to be fought between the Jedi on both sides. That was the only battle that mattered. Whoever had the most, the strongest Jedi were going to win the Civil War. If Revan couldn't convert Jedi, then Revan would kill them. So Revan trained elite Sith units into assassination squads, whose duty was to go out and capture enemy Jedi. I was in one of the special units trained to do this. 

Well, it doesn't really matter what you believe.Revan had plans for all Jedi. I think it was important that the Jedi see his side of things, the Sith teachings.

Yeah, Revan had plans for all Jedi. I think it was important that the Jedi see his side of things, the Sith teachings. Revan wanted to break them. And then have them join him. One day I decided not to do it anymore, so I left. Ended up on Nar Shaddaa, became someone else.

I didn't think you would, after Malachor. But it was a chance. I guess I was just tired of keeping it in. Because you've killed Jedi, too. Different circumstances, but you have a bigger body count than I ever did. 

And I've been with you only a short time, enough to know that as soon as someone signs on with you, they haven't got long to live. You got history, and anyone who travels with you doesn't. And maybe I want somebody to know who I was in case a story needs to be set straight. Maybe you understand.

 [Influence: Failure] I think there's been enough lies and truth for today. Let's just leave it for now. Take your time - I have.

{Rueful laugh at last sentence, no humor in it, just resigned grim attitude} Part of it. Maybe it was always me. It's hard to tell sometimes. I haven't known who I am for years.Oh, a little this, a little of that - fighting in wars mostly, deserting from whatever side would have me.

[Influence: Failure] Yeah, well, maybe it's better that way. I'm not a sharing kind of guy.

[Influence: Success] {A little uncomfortable} Well, don't get too attached to me - I don't like it. 
Well, you haven't seen anything yet. I have this habit... I'm a deserter. It's what I do.
It depends on your perspective. I... have this habit... I'm a deserter. It's what I do.
It's because I'm a deserter. It's what I do. 

{Difficult to talk about it} Served in both of them. Against the Mandalorians, before and after Revan, and again... when Revan declared war on the Jedi. 
That's just a name - it's what we did that was important. 
I did. Up until the Republic officers began to "betray" their oaths to the Republic and side with Revan - Admiral Karath, Mon Halan, General Derred, and all the rest.Right after that final battle at Malachor, I was right there with the rest of the defectors, because it was the right thing to do.

No, it wasn't. We needed the Jedi during the Mandalorian Wars, more than anything. The Mandalorians were slaughtering us by the millions. The millions.You were at Serroco, when they turned the {STAY-REB}Stereb cities into glass craters. At Duro, when basilisk war droids rained like meteors onto the orbiting cities, and when the Mandalorians set fire to the Xoxin plains on Eres III - the fires that still burn. 
Without the Jedi who turned on the Council - without you, the Republic would have lost the war, and we would all be Mandalorian slaves or corpses. 

Well, that puts us on the same level, doesn't it? Doesn't make your decision any more right than mine if you want to start sentencing me. 

If that's what you want to call knowing when to fight and when to kill, then yes, but you can't really break down people into Sith and Jedi and expect everything to make sense. We were loyal to Revan. That was enough. She saved us. We were loyal to Revan. That was enough. He saved us. 

[Influence: Failure] It's another story, and it's nothing I feel like talking about. I did a lot of things I'm not proud of... and I couldn't do it anymore. 

Because I followed orders. But it was more than that - you were there, you knew how easy it was to hate the Jedi who sat back in the Republic "evaluating" the threat... and watched us die against the Mandalorians. Because you can't believe in the Republic anymore after the Mandalorian Wars. After Revan, nothing was the same.

(Woman who saved me bit)
{Influence: 5}[Influence: Failure] No, I don't think we're ready for that conversation yet.

[Influence: Success] Well, there was a woman. A Jedi. She... she gave her life for mine.
{Shakes head} It wasn't a mission. She sought me out. She said she had come to save me. I never knew her name. 

She sought me out. She said she had come to save me. She was lying, of course - or I think she was. It doesn't matter - she told enough truth to get my attention.Maybe. It doesn't matter. She knew the right things to say.She said that Revan was doing something terrible to Jedi within the Unknown Regions. That when we captured Jedi, they were sent to a place designed to... break them. And that anyone in his service who showed any ability with the Force was sent there, too, to turn them, to break them into Dark Jedi... or assassins trained to kill Jedi. 

She said that's what would happen to me - that I had the Force inside me, that's why I was so good at killing Jedi. And that when the Sith learned of it, there would be no escape, no turning back. I would become an instrument of the dark side, forever.I had heard talk in the ranks, troops vanishing. I knew what she meant, but I didn't believe her - or want to believe her.

I did what I did with all Jedi. I hurt her. I hurt her a lot. And then, right when I thought she couldn't take anymore - she showed me the Force. In my head. And I felt everything she felt, and I heard just an echo of what the Force was. And how what I was doing...
I think I loved her, but it wasn't that kind of love. It was the kind of love where you're willing to give up everything for someone you don't even know.
Maybe. It doesn't matter.I killed her for crawling in my head, for showing me that. But before she opened her mind to mine, my only thought was that I would love to kill her. And at the end, I killed her because I loved her. In the end, she sacrificed herself to keep my secret, to prevent the Sith from knowing about that touch of the Force inside me. 

She wasted her life to save me. Me. And I felt her die, when she opened her mind. I've killed Jedi like I said, but I was never there to feel it, to be on the receiving end. And after that, I couldn't stop feeling things - before, guilt, lust, impatience, it had been orchestrated to get close - now, it all just kept tumbling out - and I couldn't keep doing what I was doing. 

So I left. I fled with the displaced war veterans to Nar Shaddaa and I lost myself there, until the war came to an end. I wanted no more of Jedi, or Dark Jedi, or the Force. I just wanted to be left alone. And then I met you on Peragus. 

And I thought, maybe, maybe she had saved me so that I could help you. And if I can't, then I have to try.

(darkside convo options)
 It didn't feel that way, though - it was different.
Yes, but that was my choice. 
But what she said... if I had remained, they would have turned me into something else.
 {:: Frowns, silent, thinking ::} But why would she die for me? And the feeling... that love...
{Quiet, then angry} You're right... I didn't think of it like that... but she tricked me. Another Jedi trick, more Jedi hypocrisy, like the others. I'm tired of Jedi crawling in my head. I'm tired of not knowing who I am anymore. 
{Firm, evil, like making a vow} I will follow you, to hell and back. I will do whatever you ask, and your enemies shall be mine.


(lightside convo options)
 I don't want you to forgive me. That would only make it worse. All I want is to try and help, try and make a difference - pay her back. I feel I owe her that much.I didn't want to tell you any of this. But... I had to. Because if something happens, I can't let you think I was doing it for something other than the past.

(male or cut?)
 {A little angry}Yeah... even though she was lying to me. She woke me up, inside. I'm still trying to sort it out.
{A little soft}Yeah... she woke me up, inside. I'm still trying to sort it out.

(main "I want to be a Jedi' bits)
{Jedi opening line, slight importance, urgency, about to ask to become a Jedi} I wanted to talk to you - it's important.

(Darkside convo option)
{Grim, slightly evil} Once, I was shown the Force - I heard it, I felt it. And it was used to weaken me. I know that turning away from it was her plan for me, and I will not walk that path any longer.  I want to learn how to use the Force, as I was meant to.
And there will be no place in the galaxy where Jedi or Sith can hide from me. 

{Firm, evil} Do not discount me - I can do whatever task you ask, kill anyone you want to prove myself. You have only to name it.
{Quiet}Yeah, maybe you'll believe this - that when fighting a Jedi, you wound the Padawan first, then let the rest take care of itself. Not only will the master move to protect the student, but the Force bond between the two will mess up the master's head better than any stab wound. If there's no whiny little Padawan, start shooting innocents - not to kill, just enough so that they're gonna die unless the Jedi does something to save them.And if any Jedi is stupid enough to use their Makashi lightsaber form against you, start shooting as fast as you can and drop them while they're exposed. Set mines. Set a lot of them. Fire gas grenades, but make sure they have magnetic lock targetters so Jedi can't force push them back.

Anything else? That's only a sample of my arsenal. 
Then I will await your decision. You have heard my request, and that is enough.
Then that is the decision I will accept. But I will still serve you, aid you against the Jedi, if that is your wish.

You are wrong, and I will try to show you why. Until then, I only ask that you not abandon me.
{Rueful laugh}To be honest, it's kind of a relief. I already know how to kill Jedi... I'd always be second-guessing myself when entering a fight.

{Firm, like a soldier taking orders} What must I do? Is there someone you need me to kill to prove myself?

(Lightside option)
Once, a Jedi showed me the Force - I heard it, I felt it. At the time, there was too much pain to confront it - because if I did, it meant I would be changed into something else .Now, I'm not afraid of it anymore. And I think that by learning how to use it - I can help protect you. Or at least buy you some time when disaster comes screaming in.
 I want to learn how to use the Force. I want to learn how to use the Force to help you. 
But... I can do it. Whatever it is, name it.
{Slight disappointment} I understand. If there's any chance you will change your mind... let me know. 
{Rueful laugh} To be honest, it's kind of a relief. I already know how to kill Jedi... I'd always be second-guessing myself when entering a fight.
{Slightly quiet} What must I do? Is there some... some ritual, or...?:: Silence :: 





---------------------------------------------- unedited text
Atton Jedi Convo main sections
{Jedi opening line, slight importance, urgency, about to ask to become a Jedi}I wanted to talk to you - it's important.{Grim, slightly evil}Once, I was shown the Force - I heard it, I felt it. And it was used to weaken me.I know that turning away from it was her plan for me, and I will not walk that path any longer.  I want to learn how to use the Force, as I was meant to. And there will be no place in the galaxy where Jedi or Sith can hide from me. {Firm, evil}Do not discount me - I can do whatever task you ask, kill anyone you want to prove myself. You have only to name it.Then I will await your decision. You have heard my request, and that is enough.Then that is the decision I will accept. But I will still serve you, aid you against the Jedi, if that is your wish.You are wrong, and I will try to show you why. Until then, I only ask that you not abandon me.{Rueful laugh}To be honest, it's kind of a relief. I already know how to kill Jedi... I'd always be second-guessing myself when entering a fight.{Firm, like a soldier taking orders}What must I do? Is there someone you need me to kill to prove myself?{Good}Once, a Jedi showed me the Force - I heard it, I felt it. At the time, there was too much pain to confront it - because if I did, it meant I would be changed into something else.Now, I'm not afraid of it anymore.And I think that by learning how to use it - I can help protect you. Or at least buy you some time when disaster comes screaming in. I want to learn how to use the Force. I want to learn how to use the Force to help you. But... I can do it. Whatever it is, name it.{Slight disappointment}I understand. If there's any chance you will change your mind... let me know. {Rueful laugh}To be honest, it's kind of a relief. I already know how to kill Jedi... I'd always be second-guessing myself when entering a fight.{Slightly quiet}What must I do? Is there some... some ritual, or...?:: Silence :: {Influence: 5}[Influence: Failure] No, I don't think we're ready for that conversation yet.[Influence: Success] Well, there was a woman. A Jedi. She... she gave her life for mine.{Shakes head}It wasn't a mission. She sought me out. She said she had come to save me.I never knew her name. She sought me out. She said she had come to save me.She was lying, of course - or I think she was. It doesn't matter - she told enough truth to get my attention.Maybe. It doesn't matter. She knew the right things to say.She said that Revan was doing something terrible to Jedi within the Unknown Regions. That when we captured Jedi, they were sent to a place designed to... break them.And that anyone in his service who showed any ability with the Force was sent there, too, to turn them, to break them into Dark Jedi... or assassins trained to kill Jedi.She said that's what would happen to me - that I had the Force inside me, that's why I was so good at killing Jedi.And that when the Sith learned of it, there would be no escape, no turning back. I would become an instrument of the dark side, forever.I had heard talk in the ranks, troops vanishing. I knew what she meant, but I didn't believe her - or want to believe her. I did what I did with all Jedi. I hurt her. I hurt her a lot. And then, right when I thought she couldn't take anymore - she showed me the Force. In my head. And I felt everything she felt, and I heard just an echo of what the Force was. And how what I was doing...I think I loved her, but it wasn't that kind of love. It was the kind of love where you're willing to give up everything for someone you don't even know.Maybe. It doesn't matter.I killed her for crawling in my head, for showing me that. But before she opened her mind to mine, my only thought was that I would love to kill her. And at the end, I killed her because I loved her. In the end, she sacrificed herself to keep my secret, to prevent the Sith from knowing about that touch of the Force inside me. She wasted her life to save me. Me. And I felt her die, when she opened her mind. I've killed Jedi like I said, but I was never there to feel it, to be on the receiving end. And after that, I couldn't stop feeling things - before, guilt, lust, impatience, it had been orchestrated to get close - now, it all just kept tumbling out - and I couldn't keep doing what I was doing. So I left. I fled with the displaced war veterans to Nar Shaddaa and I lost myself there, until the war came to an end. I wanted no more of Jedi, or Dark Jedi, or the Force. I just wanted to be left alone. And then I met you on Peragus. And I thought, maybe, maybe she had saved me so that I could help you. And if I can't, then I have to try. It didn't feel that way, though - it was different.Yes, but that was my choice.But what she said... if I had remained, they would have turned me into something else. {:: Frowns, silent, thinking ::}But why would she die for me? And the feeling... that love...{Quiet, then angry}You're right... I didn't think of it like that... but she tricked me. Another Jedi trick, more Jedi hypocrisy, like the others. I'm tired of Jedi crawling in my head. I'm tired of not knowing who I am anymore. {Firm, evil, like making a vow}I will follow you, to hell and back. I will do whatever you ask, and your enemies shall be mine. I don't want you to forgive me. That would only make it worse. All I want is to try and help, try and make a difference - pay her back. I feel I owe her that much.I didn't want to tell you any of this. But... I had to. Because if something happens, I can't let you think I was doing it for something other than the past.[Influence: Success] After Malachor, after the Mandalorian Wars, that's when the Sith teachings started spreading through the ranks.We knew where our loyalties lay - to the Jedi who came to help us, not the ones who sat back on Dantooine and Coruscant, watching us die. So when those same Jedi who watched us die decided to start fighting us during the Jedi Civil War, we fought back. I fought back.I didn't fight Jedi, I killed them. A lot of them. I started killing Jedi. A lot of them. {Go cold, deadpan - make the player feel like he just woke up a snake}Yeah, it sure is. And that's why I was so good at it.And that's why I wasn't fighting Jedi. I was killing them.{Casual}People say killing Jedi is hard. It's not, you just have to be smart about it.No blasters, no getting close to them, no attacking them directly when you can gun down their allies instead.There's ways of gassing them, drugging them, making them lose control, torturing them. I was really good at it.{Quiet}What's worse, is that killing them wasn't the best thing. Making them fall... making them see our side of it, that was the best. {Quiet}Yeah, maybe you'll believe this - that when fighting a Jedi, you wound the Padawan first, then let the rest take care of itself. Not only will the master move to protect the student, but the Force bond between the two will mess up the master's head better than any stab wound.If there's no whiny little Padawan, start shooting innocents - not to kill, just enough so that they're gonna die unless the Jedi does something to save them.And if any Jedi is stupid enough to use their Makashi lightsaber form against you, start shooting as fast as you can and drop them while they're exposed.Set mines. Set a lot of them. Fire gas grenades, but make sure they have magnetic lock targetters so Jedi can't force push them back.Anything else? That's only a sample of my arsenal.I taught myself... techniques. It's hard for Jedi to sense what you're really thinking if you throw up walls of strong emotions and feelings. Lust, impatience, cowardice... most Jedi awareness doesn't cruise beyond the surface feelings, to see what's deeper. And I was good at that, throwing up walls, and my superiors knew it. Sometimes the Jedi on our side wouldn't even realize I was there. Yeah, I had a talent for it. More like instinct. I wasn't the only one. I know you left at the Mandalorian Wars, so you don't know much about what went on behind the scenes in the Jedi Civil War. But Revan understood one thing - the real battle was going to be fought between the Jedi on both sides. That was the only battle that mattered. Whoever had the most, the strongest Jedi were going to win the Civil War. If Revan couldn't convert Jedi, then Revan would kill them. So Revan trained elite Sith units into assassination squads, whose duty was to go out and capture enemy Jedi. I was in one of the special units trained to do this. Well, it doesn't really matter what you believe.Revan had plans for all Jedi. I think it was important that the Jedi see his side of things, the Sith teachings. Yeah, Revan had plans for all Jedi. I think it was important that the Jedi see his side of things, the Sith teachings. Revan wanted to break them. And then have them join him. One day I decided not to do it anymore, so I left. Ended up on Nar Shaddaa, became someone else. I didn't think you would, after Malachor. But it was a chance. I guess I was just tired of keeping it in.Because you've killed Jedi, too. Different circumstances, but you have a bigger body count than I ever did. And I've been with you only a short time, enough to know that as soon as someone signs on with you, they haven't got long to live. You got history, and anyone who travels with you doesn't.And maybe I want somebody to know who I was in case a story needs to be set straight. Maybe you understand. [Influence: Failure] I think there's been enough lies and truth for today. Let's just leave it for now.Take your time - I have.{Rueful laugh at last sentence, no humor in it, just resigned grim attitude}Part of it. Maybe it was always me. It's hard to tell sometimes. I haven't known who I am for years.Oh, a little this, a little of that - fighting in wars mostly, deserting from whatever side would have me.[Influence: Failure] Yeah, well, maybe it's better that way. I'm not a sharing kind of guy.[Influence: Success] {A little uncomfortable}Well, don't get too attached to me - I don't like it.Well, you haven't seen anything yet. I have this habit... I'm a deserter. It's what I do.It depends on your perspective. I... have this habit... I'm a deserter. It's what I do.It's because I'm a deserter. It's what I do. {Difficult to talk about it}Served in both of them. Against the Mandalorians, before and after Revan, and again... when Revan declared war on the Jedi. That's just a name - it's what we did that was important. I did. Up until the Republic officers began to "betray" their oaths to the Republic and side with Revan - Admiral Karath, Mon Halan, General Derred, and all the rest.Right after that final battle at Malachor, I was right there with the rest of the defectors, because it was the right thing to do.No, it wasn't. We needed the Jedi during the Mandalorian Wars, more than anything. The Mandalorians were slaughtering us by the millions. The millions.You were at {SAIR-AH-CO}Serroco, when they turned the {STAY-REB}Stereb cities into glass craters. At Duro, when basilisk war droids rained like meteors onto the orbiting cities, and when the Mandalorians set fire to the Xoxin plains on Eres III - the fires that still burn.Without the Jedi who turned on the Council - without you, the Republic would have lost the war, and we would all be Mandalorian slaves or corpses. Well, that puts us on the same level, doesn't it? Doesn't make your decision any more right than mine if you want to start sentencing me.If that's what you want to call knowing when to fight and when to kill, then yes, but you can't really break down people into Sith and Jedi and expect everything to make sense. We were loyal to Revan. That was enough. She saved us. We were loyal to Revan. That was enough. He saved us. [Influence: Failure] It's another story, and it's nothing I feel like talking about. I did a lot of things I'm not proud of... and I couldn't do it anymore. Because I followed orders. But it was more than that - you were there, you knew how easy it was to hate the Jedi who sat back in the Republic "evaluating" the threat... and watched us die against the Mandalorians. Because you can't believe in the Republic anymore after the Mandalorian Wars. After Revan, nothing was the same



(The Exiles Response options)
I cannot train you, Atton.  You could never prove yourself. You are a fool, not a killer, and nothing will convince me otherwise. I will consider it. But now is not the time.I cannot take you as a student.You feel too much emotion - such emotions are dangerous.Then I will train you, Atton. That will come later. For now, close your eyes.I cannot train you, Atton.  I have lost other Jedi - and I cannot lose another.I will consider it. But now is not the time.I cannot take you as a student.Because you feel too much emotion - such emotions are dangerous.Then I will train you, Atton. Just close your eyes. And open your mind.What made you leave the Sith?Was this the last mission?Were you assigned to kill her?Who?Are you sure she was lying? Maybe she did want to save you.Truth about what?Like what?Did you kill her?If you didn't believe her, then what happened to her?So what did you do?Jedi lies. Perhaps she felt a greater good would be served with your salvation.That is what it means to be a Jedi.Then she lied to you, Atton. That is what Jedi do.She saw a threat, and she dealt with it. That is all. There was no concern in her actions for you, only for the Jedi.There was a chance you could have been trained to be something stronger, and you weren't. Yet she caused you to turn from the Sith.Was it? She crawled inside your head, changed you. Made you doubt. She already turned you into something else! Look at you!She manipulated you, made you turn away from your calling. You were already a killer, Atton, and you could have been so much more. The Jedi let Republic soldiers and innocents die against the Mandalorians, refused to help, because of the vaunted "Jedi Code," which claims to respect life.You admit she crawled in your head. That Jedi have the power to change someone's personality... she changed you from a killer, to a fool. Maybe "saving" you was intended to punish you.She made you turn away from Revan to convert you - to fight back against Revan.Atton, you could feel the Force. You were a threat to the Jedi. You had killed members of their Order - why would they forgive you?Emotions can be faked. Or inflicted on others. Love? You throw up walls of emotion all the time - and Jedi are far more skilled at it than you are. She didn't die for you. She died to help defeat Revan, and to help Jedi. If you wish control, then I can teach you to learn to kill again - with the Force as your ally. Then follow me, and together, we can kill the Jedi and all who oppose us.I can train you, Atton. You can feel the Force again.Your name is meaningless. Your instinct, your strength is all that matters. Your obedience will be rewarded... and failure shall be punished.Then let us find Jedi, and Sith, and kill them.That is all I ask.I can't forgive you for what you've done, Atton.Pay her for what? Using the Force on your mind?You owe her nothing - she filled your head with Jedi lies.Then I welcome your help.I welcome your help - and your honesty.Then let us stand together against the Sith.That is all I ask.I'd like to hear more about what happened after the Mandalorian Wars.You fought Jedi?How?The idea of you fighting a Jedi is ridiculous.This is a little hard to believe.You make it sound easy. How could you have killed Jedi?That seems unusual. I still don't believe this.So what happened?Capture Jedi? Not kill them?But you're here now. Why?You took a risk, thinking I would care that you killed Jedi - I don't.Why are you telling me this? You're telling a Jedi you killed Jedi.But why did you leave the Sith?I need some time to think about this. Is that why you act the way you do?What were you doing before? I don't know anything about you.I don't think we've done one thing you have liked since we left Peragus.Are you all right?Why not?Did you turn away from the Jedi Civil War or the Mandalorian Wars?Which war are you talking about?You served in the war?You were Sith?I didn't know you served with the Republic.That was wrong - you answered war with war.You took an oath - what you did was a betrayal. You betrayed your oath.Instead, you all became Sith. But why?Why did you desert?



